Dear Candidate,

Reference your application for admission to M.S. by Research in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering of this Institute, I am to request you to be present for further screening through Written Test/Interview on VC mode as per the Message from HoD/Schedule, which is displayed on the Institute website https://www.iitb.ac.in/newacadhome/msResearch.jsp. Candidates are also directed to follow this website, https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vTTTDE/SIBdDAUJ90IqECwFOCjYN_KGIDScS9wMeek33pq36BaxopAs-2xG0sia5R7owARxmiRf4ol/pub for further process. Please visit this page periodically for more details / updated information.

To know the specialisation/academic in which you have been called for, you are required to click “Check your status”, post login “ONLINE Application Portal”.

The candidates attending the written test / interview on VC mode must produce / show the original GATE SCORE CARD and / or his / her College / Organization I-CARD, or, any other PHOTOCOPY of IDENTITY PROOF for the verification of the identity.

Please ensure that you fulfill the ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENT as mentioned in the https://www.iitb.ac.in/newacadhome/msResearch.jsp and you are already having all the “required documents”.

The ORIGINAL certificates of educational qualification, date of birth, GATE score card (self-attested Xerox copy of GATE score card, if the original is not available).

- Caste Certificate (OBC-NC/SC/ST), if applicable.
- Candidates belonging to OBC-Non Creamy Layer (OBC-NC) may show the OBC-NC old certificate (If latest Certificate is not available). However, they are required to attach the latest OBC-NC certificate issued after April 01, 2021 at the time of payment of fees/ at the time of joining the Institute/ Registration, if selected
- EWS certificate issued by the Competent Authority in the prescribed format (if applicable) (Candidates who have not attached/uploaded EWS certificate in the prescribed format at the time of “online application” are required to send the latest EWS certificate at the time of payment of fees/at the time of joining the Institute/ Registration, if selected)

Please note

1. The result of written test/interview for TA/TAP/RA/RAP category (if applicable) will be declared on COAP website as per COAP schedule/ IITB schedule. Candidates need to follow the instructions given in the COAP website/portal and then visit to the "IITB online application portal" to check the status and to follow the instructions.

2. A specimen copy of the "Offer Letter" will be made available on the institute website https://www.iitb.ac.in/newacadhome/msResearch.jsp. If selected, the admission offer letter will also be sent to the candidates by email.

3. Please remember that it is your responsibility to check your results and comply instructions strictly given on this web-link.

4. If selected, candidates will be required to confirm their seat by paying the requisite fees(without Hostel Accommodation), and deposits Table-A.1: Fees, Deposits & Hostel Rent for M.S. by Research in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering. Students (subject to revision as per MoE (erstwhile MHRD)/BoG decision) of the M.Tech. Information Brochure 2021-22 by way of SBI Banking/ CANARA Net Banking through Online payment process.

5. IIT Bombay will NOT provide any hostel accommodation due to paucity of available rooms and restrictions as a result of covid-19 outbreak. Attempts will be made to accommodate them in hostels during the academic year 2021-22, subject to availability and prevailing covid-19 related restrictions. Furthermore, the instructions and evaluations of courses in autumn and spring semesters 2021-22 are likely to be in online mode and the selected candidates would require to be fully equipped with the basic facilities to attend to the same.

6. Please note that the interview dates cannot be postponed/preponed and you must quote your GATE registration Number/Application ID in all future correspondence.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS CALL IS MERELY AN INTIMATION FOR WRITTEN TEST/INTERVIEW AND DOES NOT GUARANTEE ADMISSION.

With best wishes,

sd/-
Jt. Deputy Registrar (Academic)